
 

Marketers today must deliver measurable marketing results by converting more customers, 
reducing customer churn, and increasing share of wallet. DataMentors modeling and analytics 
are designed to demonstrate ROI and deliver on marketing campaign objectives. Activate your 
investment in technologies and data by partnering with our team that has helped some of the 
world’s leading companies monetize their CRM capabilities.

ACCELERATE YOUR CRM ROI WITH 
HIGH-PERFORMING MARKETING STRATEGIES

www.DataMentors.com | 813-960-7800 | info@datamentors.com

MODELING & ANALYTICS

Increase New Customer Acquisition
 � Maximize response, customer activation, and cross-sell 

opportunities
 � Segmentation techniques increase marketing effectiveness and 

increase ROI
 � Full service capabilities include profile,  profile model, and response 

model
 � Profile: A profile provides a “descriptive” view of your 

customer base by comparing a sample of your client file to 
national averages using common demographic and lifestyle 
variables

 � Profile Model: Good Customer Match Regression Models 
compare a sample of your best customers to a national 
universe, then utilize the “matches” as a target group in 
building a model

 � Response Model: Response models compare a solicitation (or 
a number of solicitations) and the corresponding responses 
and builds a model to reach the best responders. 

Allocate Marketing Spends Efficiently
Utilize models to reallocate or reduce marketing spend, depending on 
your individual need.

 � Marketing Dollars Reallocation Utilizing a Set Campaign Quantity
 � Solicit top performing deciles more frequently
 � Solicit poorly performing deciles less frequently or not at all

 � Marketing Dollars Reduction
 � Omit bottom deciles from your campaign

Response Performance 
Indicator (RPI)
A quick, easy, and cost-efficient 
generic model to effectively predict 
front-end response and back-end 
performance. Relevate’s Response 
Performance Indicator can be 
applied quickly to any customer or 
prospect data file. The results provide 
actionable information on who is likely 
to respond, and who is likely to pay.
Applications include:

 � Customized mailing offers, such as 
pre-pay or bill me later, dependent 
upon the likelihood to pay.

 � Real-time or overnight ranking of 
prospects. For instance, scoring 
e-commerce records to indicate 
the specific offer that should be 
made next based on their RPI 
ranking.


